Start here.

Connect with distinguished faculty during your first year. Expand your interests through undergraduate research. Discover your community on campus. Explore majors and careers. Excel in your classes.

The School of Undergraduate Studies (UGS)
is UT’s newest school and home to students exploring majors. UGS oversees undergraduate education and offers strategic advising and dynamic programs for all undergraduates.
First-year Interest Groups
Join a group of students who share your interests. Take classes and adjust to campus life together.

Signature Courses
Access distinguished faculty in challenging interdisciplinary first-year courses.

Wayfinder
Explore UT majors and learn about careers with this online, interactive tool.

Strategic Advising and Career Counseling
Collaborate with professional academic advisers and career counselors to identify majors and potential careers that match your strengths.

Undergraduate Research
Partner with a faculty member and make your mark on UT’s vibrant intellectual community.

Sanger Learning Center
Succeed academically with the help of tutors, learning specialists, and peer mentors.

Bridging Disciplines Programs
Supplement your degree with an interdisciplinary certificate that integrates classroom, research, and internship experiences.

Interdisciplinary Honors Societies
Achieve national recognition for superior academic performance, and take part in scholarship, leadership and enrichment opportunities.